
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11))  A dentist _____________________ in his clinic. 

22))  A singer _____________________ in a concert. 

33))  A chef _____________________ in a restaurant. 

44))  A baker _____________________ in his shop. 

55))  An actor _____________________ and TV series. 

66))  A tailor _____________________ or sews clothes. 

77))  A teacher _____________________ at school. 

88))  A magician _____________________ at a circus. 

99))  An artist _____________________ with his brush. 

1100))  A hairdresser _____________________ in her salon. 

1111))  A photographer _____________________ in his studio. 

1122))  A nurse _____________________ in a hospital or clinic. 

1133))  A painter _____________________ and buildings. 

1144))  A farmer _____________________ and fruit on his farm. 

1155))  A florist _____________________ in her shop. 

1166))  A carpenter _____________________ or repairs them. 

1177))  A doctor _____________________ in a hospital or clinic. 

1188))  A policeman _____________________ and robbers. 

  cooks delicious dishes 

  helps doctors 

  catches thieves 

  makes clothes 

  examines patients 

  does your hair 

  sings songs 

  makes wooden objects 

  sells flowers 

What do these people do? Fill in the blanks with the phrases in the 

list. Then number the pictures 

  makes bread 

  takes photographs 

  grows vegetables 

  paints houses 

  pulls out teeth 

  acts in films 

  teaches students 

  does tricks 

  paints pictures 
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1) A dentist _____________________ in his clinic. 

2) A singer _____________________ in a concert. 

3) A chef _____________________ in a restaurant. 

4) A baker _____________________ in his shop. 

5) An actor _____________________ and TV series. 

6) A tailor _____________________ or sews clothes. 

7) A teacher _____________________ at school. 

8) A magician _____________________ at a circus. 

9) An artist _____________________ with his brush. 

10) A hairdresser _____________________ in her salon. 

11) A photographer _____________________ in his studio. 

12) A nurse _____________________ in a hospital or clinic. 

13) A painter _____________________ and buildings. 

14) A farmer _____________________ and fruit on his farm. 

15) A florist _____________________ in her shop. 

16) A carpenter __________________________ or repairs them. 

17) A doctor _____________________ in a hospital or clinic. 

18) A policeman _____________________ and robbers. 

  cooks delicious dishes 

  helps doctors 

  catches thieves 

  makes clothes 

  examines patients 

  does your hair 

  sings songs 

  makes wooden objects 

  sells flowers 

What do these people do? Fill in the blanks with the phrases in the 

list. Then number the pictures 

 makes bread 

 takes photographs 

 grows vegetables 

 paints houses 

 pulls out teeth 

 acts in films 

 teaches students 

 does tricks 

 paints pictures 

 

55  

 
1155  

 

33  

 

11  

1188  

 

99  

 

1144  

 

22  

 

44  

 

77  

 

1111  

 

66  

 

88  

 

1133  

 

1166  

 

1122  

 

1100  

 

1177  

 

pulls out teeth 
 sings songs 
 

cooks delicious dishes 
 makes bread 

 
acts in films 

 
makes clothes 

 teaches students 
 does tricks 

 
paints pictures 

 does your hair 
 

takes photographs 
 

helps doctors 
 paints houses 

 grows vegetables 
 

sells flowers 
 makes wooden objects 
 

examines patients 
 

catches thieves 
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